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THE SPASTIC COLON. 
SENIOR THESIS. 
EDWIN MYRON IAHN. 




How fsmiliar to every phyeici&n in the p&tient ~ho comes to the 
-Office with the following complaints:Abdominal pain,diffuse or local-
ized in the right lower quadrant;varying degrees o.f discomfort,fulness, 
belching,or nausea after meals,headache,nervousness,and other more or 
less vague and non-specific complaints. In many insta.nces, the physicie.n 
makes a physical examination in which he fails to discover anything sig-
nificant. The usual laboratory proceedures are equally unproductive.The 
physician then shakes his head,or rubs his hands together,depending on 
his temperament,and tells the patient that he has chronic appendicitis, 
and.that an operation is indicated.The operation is performed,and the 
appendix examined.The surgeon reports that the appendix shows no evid-
ence of gross pathology,but that there is,perha.ps,a suggestion of con-. 
striation at the base,which may account for the symptoms.The patient 
ft:.akes an uneventful recovery.A month after opera.tion,he reports that 
his symptoms ar·e much imroveQ., or have entirely disappeared. Six months 
, . 
or a year later another physicia.n receives a ca~l from the same patient. 
The patient reports that he is suffering from abdominal pain,diffuse 
or localized in the right lower quadrant;varying degrees of discomfort, 
fulness,belching,or nausea after meals with headache,nervousness,and 
· other· more or less vague and non-specific complaints. The seconi!. phy-
sician. suggests that perhaps the patient is suffering from chronic 
a 1)pendici tis, whereupon the patient informs him that he has been relieved 
of his sy~ptoms for a time following an appendectomy;but that they have 
since returned as badly as ever·. The,:r physician shakes his head,mutters 
something about a neurotic,writes a prescription for some sort of a 
placebo,and another dissatisfied patient is started on his round of 
the irregular practitioners. 
- ------------~ 
The next p~tient has a similar list of ciompleints,but in addition 
states that fatty foods seem to disagree ~ith her.She weighs over one-
huncred and fifty pouncs,anc has had three children.The raciologist 
reports- that although-there appear to be no stones in the gall bladder, 
it does not empty as rapi.dly as it should. Whereupon the physician tells 
the patient that she is suffering from a chronic gall bladder infection, 
a.nd should have an operation before matters become worse. The patient 
goes to the hospital,loses her gall bladder which appears quite normc.1 
at operation,makes-a nice post-operative recovery, feels better for a 
_ while,and is then surprised,and dissapointed to find that her symptoms 
have returned.But she still has faith in her physician,and returns for 
further advise,and treatment.This time,he informs her that it must be 
the appendix that is causing her difficulties.She goes to the hospital 
, 
egein,and returnee minus her appendix,but plus the same old syndrome. 
And so another patient goes to the chiropractor,the osteopath or the 
christian science practitioner,each in turn getting credit for a cure. 
The next patient is a man.His ·symptoms do not differ greatly from 
the others except that he thinks that his symptoms come on about an 
ho-ill' or an hour and a half after meals.Although the gastric examination 
and x-ray examinations show nothing,and occult blood cannot be demon-
strated in the stools,his jjhf'§t'c:Uul feels that the clinical picture is 
so typical of peptic ulcer that it is advisable for the patient to enter 
the hospi ta:l for Sippy management. For res sons that will appear later, 
the patient responds very nicely to this management.His physician is 
greatly·~~eased,and chooses to think that his diagnosis is now fully 
confirmed.Perhaps he even kids the radiologist a.bout the case when he 
'meets him at lunch.At any rate, the patient is d_ischarged from the hos-
pital and placed under ambulatory management.As his diet is gradually 





augmentec,ne discovers that his symptoms are returning.From here on,any-
thing mey happen from a stroenterosto~y to a session with the psycho-
analyst.'!rventually the ~Etient becomes disgusted anC. joins the great 
body of people who bel4.~ve· that doctors are a·~ of thieves, sv,'inc·lers, 
and nincompoops. 
It is the purpose of this paper to present a disea.se,which the 
writer believes to be much rnore cor1rnon than r:r:enerally supposed. This 
disease, or rather syndrome, has been given various. names such ::.1 s: 
Spastic Colitis;Spastic Colon;E:nterospasm;Functional Colon;Colospasm; 
and Irritable Colon.The importance of the condition lies chiefly in 
its differential diagnosis,for in itself it leads to no fatalities or 
serious morbidity.As suggested in the preceeding paragra.phs,it may 
\.:lOsiil,}y si:nula.te a number of common gastric or intestinal conditions, 
and is a common cause of :11Uch unnecesary abdominal surgery.The writer 
beleives that the profession would do well to direct their attention 
to thi·s syndrome,and to consider it in the differential diagnosis of 
all doubtful cases of ab<iominal distress. 
i 
·'"·'·'··'"-""''"'"·'" '"' .J 
HISTORY: 
So far as illay be determined from the literature,Spastic Colon was 
first described in 1830.In that year,John Howship,Surgeon to St.George's 
Infirmary, London, published a. small book entitled, "Discrimination c:md 
Sucessful Treatment of Spastic Strictures of the Colon. 11 (53).Apparently, 
this passed unnoticed by the profession for a matter of sixty years,for 
the next mention of this condition proceeds from a meeting of the Inter~ 
national Medical congress at Paris in 1890.At this meeting,Spastic Colon 
was~ said to have been ·discussed in some detail,although this report is 
not well authenticated. 
After this follows a period of seventeen years in which no refeme-
nce to the condition can be fou_nd in medical 1 i tera.ture. In 1907, Max 
Einhorn again called the attention of the medical fraternity t_o a con-
dition which he termed enterospasm,a.nd which presented a similar cl~n­
ical picture to the present disease(38).Although Howship is given credit 
for the discovery of Spastic Colon,almost equal credit is due Cherewsky 
who in 1883,three yea.rs later than Howship,independ~ntly observed a.nd 
described the condition(47). 
Of late years, the condition has been recieving the attention which 
it deserves,and we find many articles in modern medical literature deal-
ing with the subject.Even so, the interest shown in the disease by mod-
ern medical ·1~rri ters is in no way commensurate with the dis.gnostic im-
portance of the disease or with its frequency of occurance.Also,it is 
wo~thy of not~ that most of the work done so far on Spastic Colitis 
has been along clinical lines.,The writer is unable to discover thc: •. t 
adequate scientific research has been carried out on this condition. 
Therefqre,it is obvious that the various etiological factors to be men-
.tioned later are based on supposition,and are by no means proved.It is 
,,/,.,--.....,_ 
5. 
eqtie_ll:/ patent the:t the tretment is largely e:npericel,enc as such not 
entirely sucessful.It is to be hoped that further research along phys-
iological lines will eventually lead to a better unaerst&nding of the 






The incident of Spaetmc Colon in resp~ct to fr~qudncy,Age, 
sex, Color, ns.tionali ty, and consti tutiona.l type· haa been various-
ly estimated by different investigators and clinicians. Morgan 
(38) believes it to be present in two-thirds of all young adults, 
thereby almost bringing into the classification of a normal 
physiological state.Jordan and Kiefer(27),on the other hand, 
find it pr~sent in only one-third of all patients exhibiting 
gastro-intestinal disorders from all causes, while McLoone(33) 
believes that half of his patients with g~stric disturbances 
are suffering with colospaem.Spriggs(50) is of the opinion 
that it occurs in five per-cent of the general population, 
and in five to twelve and a half percent of diseases of the 
colon. 
In regard to sex,most writ~ra stata that spastic colon 
is more frequently observed in mdmbers of the female sex. 
Eggleston(9) states that the ratio. of female to male suffer-
:~ra is seventy-five to twenty-five.Drueek(S) also thinks that 
it is of more frdquent occurance in women, as does Gauss{l4), 
who concurre in Eggleston's estimate cf a thre~ to one ratio. 
MoMillan(34),and Ryle(47),on the other hand,fail to observe 
any difference of incident as betwe~n the two sexes. 
In regard to age, there 1 s a more or l 3ss general !l.gr~·3-
msnt among •ri ter_s that spastic colon occurs most frequently 
in middle age.Thia view is taken by Morgan{38),McMillan(34), 
Ryle(47),and Mctoon~. 
No investigators have observ~d any difference in respect 




Th.er~ is no single etiological factor that has be3n as 
y3t found to be responsible for spastic colon.In this re-
spact it must be considered as a symptom rather than a def-
inito disease entity.There are,howev~r,a large number of 
factors which have been frequently ~nough found associated 
with spasm of the colon to entitle them to consideration as 
possible or aven probable etiological agents.For the sake 
of unity, it has been deemed expedient to classify these 
factors under the following general heads:l,Psychic Causes; 
2,Reflex Causes;3,Local Pathology;4,Local Irr1tation;5,Def-
1ciency Disease;6,Intoxications;7,Infectious Causes;B,Neur-
ological Causea;9, Allergy;lO, Endocrine Disturbances; and, ll, 
Metabolic Disorders. 
It is logical to consider first the local conditions 
which may give rise to spasm of the colon.Machechrie(32), 
and Hurst(23) beliave that colospaam is somatimes due to 
the presence of chronic appendicitis, beli·~veing tha.t the 
mechanism is either that of local irritation or due to re-
flexes originating in the dieeased appendix.Maohechrie aleo 
believes that the cells of Aurbach's Plexus m~y become ir-
ritated under other conditions,and produce a spasm.Bow;v~r, 
he fails to mention what specific irritants may produce the 
effects mentioned.Jirasek{24) also looks to the plexus of 
Aurbach for the pathology of this condition, and states that 
specific degenerative lesions occur in the plexus, and re-
sult in this syndrome.He fails to state what factors are re-
sponsible for this dagen~ration. 
8. 
The condition has been found to b·J asaoc1at:?d with Enterocol-
1 tis due to various causes, and this ia stated as an Gtiolog-
ical factor by Emery( 10), Ryle( 47), Dru eek ( 8L:lndGravee(17). 
Drueek(8) thinks that adhesions of the g;;stro-intestinal tract 
aom~times cause colospasm by mechanical irrit~tion.He also 
believes that intestinal diverticulae may so:oatirnes act as 
a cause of spastic coli tis.McLoonc{ 33) has found Procti tis 
to be an occasional cause of spastic colon. 
Local irritation has been cited by many writers as be-
ing a frequent cause of functional spasm of the colon.This 
local 1rr1 tation may proceed from many and varied causes. 
McM1llan(34),Emery(lO),Hurst{23),Milligan(3?),and Hunt(2l) 
believe that many cases of spastic colon are due to diet-
ary errors.Among the various specific errors stat~d by thes3 
wri tere are Irritant foods, Fermentation due to excess ingest-
ion of carbohydrate foods, Inteatinal putrdfaction due to 
constip~tion,Irrdgulnrity in meals,Coarse foods,Rapid eat-
ing ~.nd imperfect mastication.A number of writ.;;rs ar~ of 
the opinion that exc~aa use of cathartic o~asures,includ-
ing both drugs,enamata,and colonic irrigation is r~apone­
ible for a l~rga number of oases.Hurst(a3),Ryle(4?),Drueek 
(8),and Jordan{25) concur in this view.Irritation due to 
the presence of fecal masses is emphasised by Hurst(23), 
and Ryle(4?). Hurat(23),and Graves(l7) find occasional 
ca.see dud to th;3 preeance of intdstinal parasites euch as 





writer who mentions chemical irritation as a possible cause 
of colonic spasm.He beli~ves that the too extended use of 
Sippy powders by peptic ulcer patients may result in spast-
ic colou. 
A number of clinicians believe that spastic colon may 
proceed from reflexes originating in other organs, and due 
to pathological processes pr~eent in those organs.Machechrie 
believes that these splanchnic reflexes originate in other 
organs sometimes remote from the colon,and are relayed by 
way of the coeliac plexus.Hurst(23) and Morganf38) ara of 
the opinion that such reflexes may originate in the ga°ll 
bladder in cases of cholecystitis or cholelithiasis,or in 
the etom~ch or duodenum in cases of peptic ulcer.Gardner(l3), 
and Milligan(38) think that Visceroptotic organs give rise 
to reflexes which may result in colospasm,but Eggleston(9) 
takes an opposite view,and states that the visceroptosis 
is a result of the colospasm rather than a cause of it. 
Reflexes from the pelvic or~ans are mdntioned as causes by 
Hurst(23) who believes that reflex disturbances may arise 
in oases of salpingitis,and Ryle(4?) who believes that aim-
ilar reflexes may accompany disturbances of menstruation. 
Ryle(4?) also states that reflexes proce~ding from jolt-
ing, cold and fetigue may reflexly cause spasm of the colon. 
A few writers mention psychic conditions as causes of 
spastic cclon.Neuroeae,partioularly of the anxiety type,are 
mentioned by Hurst(23),and Aggleston(9),while Fenwick(ll) 
cites t~o oases of oolospaem following shell-shock. 
·-
10. 
Milligan(37) states that spastic colitis may ba due to 
nervous 1rritation.Gaues(l4) thinks that the habit of ig-
no~ing the impulse to defecate is responsible for some 
cases. 
Spastic colitis is thought by some investigators to be 
due to neurological oa~ses.Morgan(38) states that it may be 
dud to a disturbance of the balance bet1.ve~n the Vague and 
Sympathetic nerves,and that this disturbance of balance op-
erates at certain special nerve centers or nodal regions 
locatdd as follows: l,The upper 3Ild of the Oesophagus; 2, 
Thd lower ~nd of the Oesophagus; 3,The Pylorus; 4, An area 
locatsd just below the ampulla of Vater; 5, The Illeo-
Ceoal junction;, 6, The middl~ third of the transverse colon; 
7, The recto-sigmoid junction; 8, The anal sphincter.Emery 
(10) holds a similar view, and states that colic spasm is 
frequently due to vagoton1a.Jirasek(24) thinks that there ia 
a specific degeneration of the cells of Aurbach's plexus in 
some cases of colospasm. Steindl( 51) beli ~vea that he has 
found degenerative lesions in the medulla snd pons near the 
dorsal neucleus of the Vague nerve in cases of Spastic Colon. 
Hurst(23) thinks that spasm of the colon sometimes accompam-
ies Tabes Dorsalis. 
Spastic Colitis i a tho·11ght by some to be due to certain 
specific and non-specific intoxic~ting agenta.Hurst(23) thinks 
that it may be due to lead poisoning.Along with Ryle(47) he 




may cause sp9catic oolon. Hurst also b~li eves that Caffeine may 
cause the condition.Gilliland(l6) and Em~ry(lO) suggast 
that intestinal auto-intoxication may be sometimes a cause. 
A few writers suggdst an inf,~ctious origin for spasms 
of the oolon. Mol'horter describes a specific epidemic type, 
which he believes is of influenzal origan,while llorris(39), 
and Emery(lO) think that focal infection may play a part in 
the production of spastic colon. 
Allergy has been sugg3stad as a possibl3 cause of eom~ 
otherwise unexplained cases of colospaam.Bisset(5) was 
able to obtain a P'eraonal or family hi story of allergy in 
thirteen out of fiteen patients with the disease, and was 
~ble to elicit positive food reactions in fifteen of the 
patients in his seriss.Gardner(l3) has found spastic colon 
frequently associated with Migraine.Mcloone(33) and Kantor 
( 28) have found cases of spastic colon pr~sumo.blJ d~e to 
wbeat,eggs,cheeee,Banannas,Rice,Milk,Cocoa,Oatmeal,~otat­
oes,Chocalate,Strawberry,nnd Shell Fish susceptibility. 
Kantor(28),and Jprdan(25) think that avitaminosis is 
sometimes a cause of spastic colon,and Kantor believes that 
a deficiency of vitamin B. is a apccifio factor. 
Drueek(8) st~tee that endocrine disturbance or at times 




In the discussion of symptoms, laboratory or radiological de.ta 
will not be disoueaed,and the account will be limited to those ab-
normalities of which the patient makes complaint, or which are elic-
ited by the physician either in the course of history taking or phy-
sical examination.Laboratory findings and x-ray findings will be 
discussed later under the heading of diagnosis. 
As the majority of patients come to the physician with some 
complaint or complaints referable to the gastro-intestinal tract, 
it is proper that this group of symptoms should be discussed first. 
The most common symptom which leads the sufferer from spastic 
colon to consult a physician is pain or discomfort located somewhere 
in or near the abdomen.However,its location may vary greatly,which, 
as we shall see, leads to some interesting problems in the d1ff3r-
ential diagnosis of this condition.There seems to be no constant 
location for this pa1n.Machechrie(32),and Smith,Miller & Fowlar(49) 
report oases in which the pain is in the epigastric region, simulat-
ing peptic ulcer.Turner reports umbillical localization of the pain 
in some oases.Graves and other writers(l7) think that the pain is 
usually localized along the course of the oolon,while Bailey(2) 
finds that it is more frequently confined to the Lumbar or Illiao 
regions.Milligan(37) and others have reported oases in whioh the 
pain has been localized in the right lower quadrB:Jlt,simulating an 
attack of acute appandicitis,and Condry(?) has seen cases in which 




Various writers com~ent on the nature of the pain which occurs 
in colospasm.It is described by Milligan(37) as a feeling of ful-
ness, pressure or weight in the ab<iom3n. Wolfe( 59) r~f era to it mere-
ly as a·vague feeling of discomfort, while Ka.ntor(28) and Graves(l7) 
employ the tarm • Belly Consciousness • to describe it.On the other 
hand, some writers have d-~scribed instances of very acute pain in 
connection with attacks of spasticity of the colon,and Morgan(38) 
statse that it is e~tirely out of proportion to the physical find-
ings. 
Most of the writers have reported no definite time of onset in 
connection with the pain of spastic colitis.But Machecrie states 
that it sometimes occurs one to t\l'IO hours fellowing the ingestion 
of food.Jordan(25),on the other hand observes that it occurs immed-
iately following or during the meal, while Yolfe(59) thinks it has 
a closer relationship to defecation,occuring during or immediately 
following that act. 
Relationship of the pain to other factors has been observed 
by a few clinicians,while others fail to make observation of such 
relationships.Turner(53) observes that the pain tends to disaapear 
upon rest.The s~ne writer notes that it is relieved also by def-
acation,and in this view hd is concurred in by Grnvee(l7).Grav~a 
also notes that the pain is relieved by alkalies, but 1~atee that 
such reli~f occurs only after belching, thus attemting to differ-
entiate this from the relief obtained in peptic ulcer which occurs 
whather the patient belches or not. 
Bailey reports cases in which the pain app~ared to be precipitated 
or aggravatad by apples,peara,cabbage or leafy veg~tables,while 
Kantor(28) reports similar aggravation due to jars or pressure on 
the abdomen. 
Saper(48),Turner(53),Jordan(25),and many other writers note 
that in moat if not all cases of spastic colon, the colon is pal-
pable in all or a portion of its course.It is usually felt as a 
cord-like or rope-like mass along the course of the descending 
colon, sometimes the ascending colon,and less frequently the trans-
vsrse portion.On such palpation,tenderness is noted along the en-
tire course of the colon Saper(48);Jordan(25),or in localized por-
tions of it,Turner(53).This may or may not be accompanied by abd-
omin~l rigidity,Jordan(25,Grav~s(l7). 
It seems thoroughly coneistant with the pathology to expect 
constipation to be one of the outstanding features of this disease. 
Macbechrie(32),Turner(43),Mill1gan(37},and Graves(l?} report con-
stipation as one of the principal features accompanying the oon-
di tion. Hunter( 22) and Turner(53} note that a condition of spastic 
colon is not inconsistant with perfectly normal bowel movem~nts, 
while Graves(l?} observes that diarrhea. alt.3rna.ting with constip-
ation may be a feature of the disease. 
The occurance of abnormal stools seems frequently to be a 
feature of spastic colon.Rowe(45) report~ that th~ stools of 
spastic colitis are apt to be ribbon-like due to the narrowing 
of the lumen of the colon by epasm.Saper(48} notes that they are 
15. 
- frequently fragm.::n ted due to the sam~ mechani em. Graves( l 7) on the 
othsr hand reports the occurance of ~ushy stools.Most writers fail 
to note the occurance of unusual amounts of mucous in the stools 
of spastic colon sufferers, but Drueek(8) notes that in aome cases 
there is an excess of muoous,and that the stools are apt to be 
fraquent and incomplet3. 
-
Nausea is cited by most writers on the symptocatology of spas-
tic colon.Jordan(25) and T'1rnar(53) state that the nausea is usually 
unaccompanied by vomiting, but Gardner(l3),Graves(l?),Smith,Miller 
& Fowler(49),and Gilliland&. Sigallof(l6) find the nausea of colo-
spasm frequently followed by vomiting. 
These are the principal symptoms referable to the gastro-int-
estinal tract in cases of spastic colitis.There are, however a large 
nu~ber of miscelaneous symptoms reported by various writers on the 
disease.Iantor(28),Gravea(l7),Machechrie(32),and Drueck(8) report 
varying degrees of meteorism occuring in this condition.Uachechrie 
(32),Jordan(25),Gravee(l7),and Bailey(2) observe that patients with 
spastic Colitis frequently suffer from loss of appetite.M~chechrie 
(32) and Graves(l7) note that the tongue is frequ~ntly coated.Mach-
echrie(32), Milligan(37) and Gilliland & Signllof(l6) that belching 
occurs fr~quently as a mcnif~atation of the disease.Flatulence is 
re:-i~rted as a feature by Milligan(37),Russ(46),and Smith,~~iller & 
Fowler( 49), whil~ the occurance of unpl~asant or mata.llic taste in 
the mouth is noted by Graves(l7),and Bailey(2).Russ(46I states that 
16. 
fetid breath is often ;>resent, whil;; hy:::-~rn.cidi ty and pylorospasm 
is raported by Barker(3). 
In connection with spastic colitia,there are a surprisingly 
large number of SYI!1Ptoma referabl3 to the c .;ntral and p;;;ripheral 
n~rvcus m~chanisms.This ia perhaps not so surprising when consid-
ered in th~ light of the nervous theory of the etiology cf this 
condition.Som·3 of the writ·~rs on th~ subject fe~l that these sym-
ptoms are due to the presence of toxins of gastro-intestinal orig-
in aa a result of stasis, while others feel that they are of reflex 
origin.In the abacence of definite proof, it may be permissible to 
surmise that there is always the possibility of both factors oper-
ating in equal or varying degre ;s to a~cure these rr;:aul ts. 
Headache is pr;;rha.pa the n:ost -;,J:::-cmin.;nt symptom in this clasa-
i fi ca ti on. \rolf e( 59), Me.ch~chr1 e( 32), !.1i lligan( 37), and Bai lcy( 2) along 
with othdre, report its occurance. Ite moat promin·ent feature i a i ta 
promp dieea.pearance after defecation which points to a reflex rath~r 
than a toxic origin.Grav~s(l7),Russ(46),Drueek(8),and Bailey(2) 
find that general depression 11 a frequent accon"panim.;nt. Like the 
hcadachi;:,it frequ~ntly dieea:peare :prcn:ptly aft:.!r ddecation. 
Para~et:tesias like nmr.bneaa of the fing•3rs, or tingling of thd 
to~s have b~en r~portdd.Ryle(47),and Barker(3) report cases in 
which this baa been a prominent feature. 
Insomnia h:'s cccaaicnally been ropcrted as an un:;;:leasant syrr,-
ptcn: cf spastic eel on. Rues( 46), and Dru~·~k( 8) report i te cccuranc e 
in cases ae3n by th~m. 
17. 
Russ( 46) rapcrts an:ti~ty, V crtigc, ?L.mri tie, Neuralgia, end 
lose cf memory as cccuring in patLmte found by him to be suf-
f ;;:ring with spaa-:ic coli tie. Vertigo i a also r epcrted by Bark.3r 
(3).Dreuuk reports loss cf libido, and Bc..rk,;}r transient diplop-
ias in euff .erers with coloepae?t. 
A few eyzr.:ptome ref ernbli;: to the circulz..tory system occur in 
patients with spastic colon.In this case also the question arises 
as to whether these are toxic or reflex in origin, 01· indeed wh•;th-
sr they are a result cf the same etiological factors that are re-
sponsible for th~ primary condition. 
Drueek(8) reports tachycardia as accompanying spc:stic colon, 
but fails e0tisfactorily to rule cut other etiological agents 
w:tich might have been responsible for tachycardia.On the oth 3r 
hand, Barker( 3) r'3pcrt e casas in which Bradyc2.rd.1a was the card-
iac me.nifeetation.He also notes a.rrythltias and extra-systcles 
occuring in hie caaee. 
Ruae(46) is the only writer to r~port periph~r~l circul~t­
atory manifestations, and notes hypot~r:.;aicn, and cold extre:a;itiee. 
The rerneining eym~toms rray possible be due to metabolic 
cha.ngas.Drueek reports lcwared basal n:etabclism in somd of his 
cases, though this i e by no zt~cns ccnsta.nt. Graves( 17) and Jordan 
(25) note weakness as a aymptcm,and Jcrdan(l7) finds occ~sicnnl 
lees of weight.Rc"Never,he fails to eliminate other causes of 
lcet weight in ccr..oidering this sy.r;;ptcm.Ruse(46) balievee that 
17. 
,.-- some of hie pati~nte present brittle hair and neils,and this well 




As in many other dieeases,coneiderable infor-
~ation may be derived from a careful study and an-
anyeie of the sympto~a as they present themself, 
particularly their relationship to various influ-
ences. 
The pain of spastic colitis presents certain 
characteristics which help to differentiate it 
from the pain of other important gastro~intest­
inal ccnditions.Jordan{25) calls attention to the 
fact that its onset may be associated with an at-
tack of coryza,irritating foods,and frequently 
with the abuse of cathartics.Lese frequently it 
begins after some strenuous physical effort.He 
also points out that it is relieved by hot water 
taken by mouth,defecation,belching or flatus. 
Turner{53) finds the relief of the pain of spast-
ic colon by belladonna or hyoscyamus useful in 
distinguishing it from the pain caused by organ-
ic disease, but Beams(4) finds that the nitrites 
are more useful in making this differentiation.Re 
states that the memb~rs of the atropine family 
sometimes relieve the pain due to organic pathol-




Emery(lO) and Graves(l7) call attention to the ob-
eervation that the pain of colospasm ia relieved 
by the alkalies only after belching has occured, 
and point out that in peptic ulcer, the pain is re-
lieved by alkalies irrespective of whether belch-
ing has taken place or not.Jordan(25) and Emary(lO) 
note that the pain of colonic spasm ie relieved by 
hea.t, e. phenomanon that is not present in many dis-
eases presenting 1~rnilar eymptoms,while Smith,Mil-
ler & Fowler(49) report a corollary to thie,namely 
that the pain ia aggravated by cold drinks. 
The location and nature of the pain presents 
a further opportunity for comparison with other 
conditions.Jordan(25) comments on the shifting 
character of the pain and its lack of localization, 
V'lhile Gause(l4) notes that it covers a larger skin 
area than in most other abdominal diseases. 
In relation to the nnuaea som~times present 
in this condition,Jordan(25) states that it is 
-
not accompanied by vomiting,but as already noted 
in the section on symptc~atclogy,other writers do 
not hold the same view, believing that vomiting is 





Some clinicians heve called attention to ab-
normnli ties of the stools in spastic colitis.Em-
ey( ~O) calls attention to the charactex·ietic hard 
stools evacuated by the patient, but as alre~dy re-
ported under eymptomatology,other writers state 
that the stools are frequently soft.Saper(48) points 
out the frequency of fragmented stools in this con-
dition, while Jordan(25) notes that undigested food 
is often noticed in the stool. 
Jordan(25) uses a test enema to differentiate 
spastic cclitis from other conditions.He uses an 
enema of six pints of tap water,and notes that by 
tbis method pain ie elicited which is identical in 
character to that which the patient ordinarily ex-
periences in typical attacks of spasm. 
Physical exa.n:.ination may reveal peculiarities 
which may be useful in arriving at a diagnosis. 
As reported by Molhorter(35) and others (See symp-
tomatology), the colon itself may be palpated as a 
hard,ropelike mass along its course.This palpation 
ie usually accompanied by t::mdernees,Sap~r(48). 
Emery(lO) calls attention to a splashing noise 
which may be elicited my massage over the colon in 
c~ees of spastic colitis.Saper believes that proct-
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oecopic exa~ination is useful in making a diag-
ncsi s, but Bailey(l) warns that proctoscopic exam-
ination may be entirely negative in marked cases 
of coloepasm due to the fact that the examination 
may take place during a period of quiasconce. 
Bailey(2) and Graves(l7) state that the oc-
curance of vague intestinal and gastric syn:ptoms 
in the asthenic type of individual should cause 
the physician to cone1der epe.etic Colon in his 
differential diagnosis. 
The radiologist may be of some assistance in 
establishing a diagnosis cf spastic colon.The bar-
ium enema is particula.ry useful. Wolfe(59) notes a 
spastic type of peristalsis observed under the 
flouroscope,while Jordan(25) notes that the bar-
ium enema fills the colon with gre"" ter smoctr;neee 
and speed in the presence of spasm.He also calls 
attention to the onset of the charr;.cteristic pain 
of spastic colitis when the barium enema is given. 
McMillan(34) observes that the patient ia,however, 
:free from pain during the time that the barium is 




enema can be made to yield more definite informat-
ion by making ccmparative studies before and after 
a dcae of atropine sulph~te,but Bea~s(4) finds that 
nitrites are more valuable for this purpoae,aa they 
relieve the spamr. when functional, and fail to do so 
w~en organic in nature. 
The flat plate yields lees information that the 
barium enema in these cases.However McMillan(34) 
frequently finds the graater part of the barium in 
a dil~ted cecum and ascending colon with the remain-
ing bowel exhibiting varying degrees of contraction. 
Be also reports that the haustral markings are found 
to be obliterated in cases cf spastic colon. 
A note of warning in regard to the use of x-
ray in the diagnoei e of spastic colon is sounded 
by Ryle(47) and Saper(48) who find the x-ray un-
dependable due to the fact that the barium may 
overcome the apasm and l~ad to negative results. 
Pyle(47) also points out that the t!me of x-ray 
exacination may fail to coincide with a period of 
spasm and in this way a false negative result may 
be obtained.Gilbert(l5) believes that examination 




the study should be made after normal feeding.Drueek 
(8) believ~s thet an incompetent illec-cecal valve 
may often be d<3monetra.ted in spastic colon. 
The laboratory contributes little to the diag-
nosis of spas~ic colon except in a n~gative way, such 
as demonstrating the absence of blood in the stool, 
Bailey(2),which may assist in ruling out peptic ul-
cer,necplasm etc;the abscence of abnormal urinary 
findings, which may assist in ruling cut ur1;,teral 
cclic,Wolfe(59);the abecence of leukocytoais,which 
may assist in ruling out appendicitis,Mcll1borter(35) 
;and the Wasserman reaction which may be used to 
rule out the gastric crises of tabes dorsalis. 
The positive findings are limited tc the 
diecovery of undigested food in the etools,Jordan 
(25);a preponderance of gram positive intestinal 
flora,Mcrrie(39),end the presence of hyperacid 
stomach contents.All of these are more coober-
ative that spscific, E'.lld their abscence does not 
invalidate the diagnosis any more than their pre-




The somewhat protean manifestations of 
spastic colitis render it easy to confuse with 
other diseases,particularly those involving the 
gastro-intestinal tract.However,as will present-
ly made plain,many conditions involving areas 
more or less remote from the intestinal tract 
present features that mak~ it possible to con-
fuse them with spastic colon.It ia this ability 
of spastic colitis to simulate other diseases 
that hae lead to so many errors in diagnosis 
involving expense,discomfort,unnecesaary,or 
~ven harmful modication,and all to frequently, 
futile surgery. It is therefore of the utmost 
importance for tbe gen~ral physician and the 
specialist to be familiar with the differ~nt­
ial dio.gncsi s of spastic colitis. 
Acute appendicitis stands formost in the 
list of diseases that are commonly confused with 
spastic colitie.Mc1oone(33) reports a series of 
two-hundred cases of spastic colon irt which twent-
y-six perc~nt had be,.;m previously op•;rated on for 
appendicitis,acute or chronic,without relief of 
their aym?toms.Kantor(28) reports a larger series 
of six-hundr~d and fifty-four cases in which twont-
--
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-y-two percent had und 13rgone cper~tions for ap:;end-
ici tis without relief. Rowe( 45), Jordan( 25), ~lclfuort­
er( 35), McLoone( 33), and Kantor(28),along with many 
ethers, report cases in which the clinical pict-
ure of spastic colitis has been mistaken for that 
of acute or chronic appandicitis.Chronic append-
icitis eeerns to be a particular offend.Jr as there 
seams to be a distinct tend:mcy for the average 
physician to label any syndrome presenting vague 
gastro-intestinal symptoms as being due to chron-
ic appendicitis. The actual differ,mtiation is 
not always easy.As suggested by Jordan(25),the 
onset of spastic colitis is frequently associated 
with colds,irritating foods,and abuse of cathar-
tic a, factors which are rarely the concord tan ts 
of appendicitis.Then again,McJ.'horter(35) points 
out that the pain of spastic colitis is apt to 
lack specific localization with a tandency to be 
generalized, while appandicitis typically commen-
ces with g~naral pain,followad by localization at 
McBurnie's point.A white blood count is of the 
utmost value in this diff·~rentiation, suggests 
the same writer,but Bail~y points cut that an inc-
rease in temperature and leuk6cytoa1s may occas-
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ionally be present in spastic cclitis.Also,it is 
well known that occasionally, the leukocyte ccunt 
in appendicitis is not increased.It must also be 
borne in mind that appendicitis and spastic col-
itis may be present concurrently, the cclospasm 
being secondary to the irritation arising from 
the inflammed appendix. Here is a condition in 
which the clinical experience of the physician 
must be excercised to its utmost that no case of 
acute a~pendicitia fail to receive the benefit of 
surgery,and no case of uncomplicated spastic col-
on undergo unnecessary surgery. 
Cholecystitis and cholelithiasia ars con-
ditions which,particularly in their milder forms 
are often mistaken for spastic colitis, though the 
error ie usually in the other d1rection.Rowe(45), 
and Jordan(25) with others,h~ve reported cases 
of spastic colitis which have undergone chola-
oyeteotomy without relief, only to be demonst'-~­
ted later as cases of spastic colitis.Again, 
Jordans(25) observation of .the onset of typical 
cases of spastic colitis with colds, irritating 
foods,.and the abuse of ca-+;hartics i a useful. 
Milligan(37) observes that gall bl~dder disease 
-
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is apt to be chrrracterized by distinct attacks with 
free periods betwean.l'hile this is apt to be true 
of the more acute varieties, too much confidence 
muet not be put in this feature,as some of the 
~ora chronic cases lack this clean-cut history of 
definite attacks.If the patient is of the female 
sex,near the age of forty,and a multipara,a diag-
nosis of gall bladder disease is favored,but ob-
viously an individual of this type ~ay also be a 
victim of spastic colitis.The Graham-Cole test is 
very useful in making th~ differential diagnosis. 
Although not the usual finding,an occasion-
al case of spastic colitis may show an apparent 
relationaehip of symptoms to the taking of food 
which may lead to a mistaken diagnosis of peptic 
ulcer.Rowe(45),and Morgan(38) h:iv1~ raport';}d cases 
in which this error was made,and urge the consid-
eration of a diagnosis of spastic colitis in 
doubtful cases.Caretene(6) has aven reported cases 
of spastic colon in which the pain and rigidity 
was sufficiently markdd to lead to a dis.gnosis of 
perforated peptic ulcer.Of course the x-ray is 
of the utmost value in making a diagnoais,as is 




providing that the patient has been put on a meat-
free diet for three days preceading the stool ex-
ar.1nat1on. Gaues( 14) notes that the pain present 
in spastic colitis ie apt to cover a much lcrger 
are than that exhibited in p~ptic ulcer cases. 
Emery(lO),and Graves(l7) mention an interesting 
differential point.They state that the pain of 
spastic colitis is relieved by soda only if and 
after belching has occured,while that of peptic 
ulcer is relieved whether belching occurs or not, 
and occurs before the belc1:1ng takes plnce.llever-
theleee, the writer saw a case of peptic ulcer, 
proved by x~ray and stool examination,who was very 
positive that he received no relief from soda un-
less bPlching took place. 
The attacks of pain in spastic colitis may 
be of such location and severity as to simulate 
an attck of renal colic.Rowe(35),Wolfe(59),and 
Carstens(6) report cases in which this error in 
diagnosis was made.However, the pain of spa a tic 
colitis is rarely as well localized as that of 
renal colic,nor does it often exhibit the typ-
ical radiation down the thighs or into the 
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ecrotum.Aloo,urinary findings may be pr:3sent in 
renal colic and m--:ke the diagnoeis.Py'3lography, 
and cyatoscopy may be useful die.gnostic aids. 
Sometimes, the pain of spastic cclitis has 
a rather lotir loc:Jlization, suggestive of pelvic 
disease.Rowe(45),and Ryle(47) report cases in 
which this error was made.P~lvic examination 
should r.;veal the presence of pathology in these 
organs, but it must be borne in mind that the 
presence of p~lvic pathology does not rule cut 
the presence of colospasm as a secondary or en-
tirely ind.;pendent condition. 
Bailey(2) calla attention to the confusion 
betwe~n spastic colitis and dyspepsia, gastric 
n euro see, hpperaci di ty, and hypoac i di ty. This is 
eepeci~lly confusing as spastic colitis may be 
secondary to and ~cncomitant with a chronic gas-
tritis due to th~ long continu~d ingestion of ir-
ritating foods,and either hypo-or hyp~racidity 
may be pr ea en t in spastic colitis. ~4.s for gastric 
neurosis, it is all toe easy for the physician to 
brand a group of vague gaatro-intestinal sympt-
oms as a n~uaoaiis,when a little investigation 
wculd unearth the true pathology.The 8.Ilawer is to 
keep the possibility of spastic colitis in rtind 
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and seek the aid of physical diagnostic prcc .33d-
ures, the proctoscope,and the x-ray in unexplained 
cases of digGstiv~ disturbances. 
Sometimes, in cases of apas+ic coli tis for 
which no apparent cause can be determined,a care-
ful microscopic exaEination of th~ patient's 
stool will reveal the presence of intestinal 
parasites.Bailey(2) calle attention to this pos-
sibility. These parasites may be Amebae,Ascarie, 
Pin worms, Seat Worms, the ordinari Tape worm,or 
other less common in,estinal invaders.Obviously 
no therepeutic measures will be effective which 
do not remove the worms. 
Chionic ulcerative colitis is sometimes 
accompani ,3d by secondary apasm of the colon( 2). 
The presence of gross blooa in the stools,and 
the findings on proctoecopic examination make 
the diagnosis.Rectal and proctoecopic examin-
ation should never be omitted in cases of sus-
pected coloepaem. 
Ryle(47) calls attention to the presence 
of eympto~s resembling n!oplasm in cases of 
spastic colon, end in these cases, it is very im-
pcrtent that a differential di&gnoaia ba made. 
The spastic colon may resecble a tumor mass in 
tte abdomen, and if the patient ha.pens to be in 
,., .. ----------------------------------~----
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the canc,;:r age, serious mistak1;a may be made in 
tt.e way of prognosis and treatn:ent.Tha tumor 
formsd by a spastic colon ia apt to vary in 
size.It is apt tc be present at one ~xar:ination 
and absent at another.The typical location along 
the course of the colon ia helpful.In making th~ 
differentiation,proctoecopic exa~inntion and the 
x-ray are of the utmost value.Of course the two 
ccn di ti on s cay cc e:xi et. 
Ryle(47) aleo reports cases of spastic col-
itis of such a fulminating character, and accom-
panied by such marked degrees of vo~iting and 
pain that a diagnosis of int~stinal obstruction 
was made.Fortunately this ia rare, but it is al-
moet. inevitable that many such patients will be 
brought to operation.Again,tbe x-ray mEy be cf 
as ei stance. 
Barker(3),Ccndry(7),and Eunt(21) raport 
cases in which the pain cf spc.a-+::i c colitis was 
referred to the precordium,and the attacks re-
sembled angina pe~tor1a.Runt(21) states that 
pain in the preccrdial region which ie reliev-
ed by the passing of flatus, change of position 
or maseege is apt to be dud to a spastic colon. 
Of course, the electrocardi~graph is cf great 
assistance in making this differenti~tion.Also, 
a.nginal ~.tta.cka are more frequen~ in males ·xhere-
ae sp~stic colitis is predominantly a disease of 
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tb e female. 
Attacks of spastic colitis resembling pancr-
eatic or hepatic diseaee have been recordad by 
Jordan and Ki~fer(27). 
Pareona(41) states that spastic colitis may 
be confused witb intercoetal n~urelgie.He suggests 
that differentiation may b3 made by exerting pres-
sure on thd abdominal wall, firet with relaxed, tb-m 
with tense mueclee. If the pain i a intra-abdominal 
in or1g1n,1t will be elicited only with relaxed 
abdominal wall, while if it is of local or1gin,1t 
will be elicited both with relaxed and tense walls 
in equal degree. 
Hunt(21) re~inda us that the pain in pleur-
iey,with or without pneumonia may be referred to 
. 
the abdomen, and should b ~ conaiderad in the dif-





There are two salient principles in the 
management of a case of spastic colitis.They are 
the removal of the cause and the control of the 
spaem.!hile measures to control spasm may appear 
to be purely symptomatic tre~tment,it is reason-
able to suppose that in many cases a eo-ca~led 
•vicious circle• may be so broken up,for it is 
concievable that, some outside factoe long since 
inoperative having established a state of spasm, 
the spasm perpetuates the irritation,and the ir-
ritation the spasm.Thus,by interrupting the spas-
tic condition for a time, the bowel may be allow-
ed to return to a normal condition with complete 
and permanent reli 3f of symptoms. This perhaps may 
explain th~ cases where a condition of enterospasm 
is present, but where no assignable ~tiological fac-
tor can be demonstra.ted. However, physicians must 
not fall into the error of 'rescribing symptomat-
ic measures without first making avery effort to 
discover the cause,as all symptomatic measures 
are sure to result in failure in those cases in 
which the colospasm is due to perfec~ly definite 
causes.For example,no amount of symptomatic treat-
ment wo·1ld produce permanent cure in an intestine 
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infest~d with aaca~ides. 
'fe shall first consider the forms of trea.tment 
directed toward the removal of the cause,as this 
is the most rational attack, and offers the most 
hope for rapid and permanent cure. 
To the extent that dietary errors may be the 
oause of spasm of the colon,or may contribute to 
the continuation of the spasm once 1 t has been .3s-
tabli ehed, they should be correct~d.Various writ-
ers have made note of specific articles of diet 
which they have bel~ived to b~ responsible for 
irritation,~nd recommended their elimination 
from the diet of the auff erer from spastic ool-
1 tie. Theee articles include Fried or greasy 
foods(l?),Raw fruits(l?),Coarse veg3tablee(l7), 
(38),Condiments(l7-8),Bran(38),Alcohol(38-8),and 
cold foods or drinks( 28). Morge.n( 38) particularly 
deplores the widespread misuse of bran by the 
laity and by physicians, and thinks that it has 
no place in the diet of norm&l human beings. 
Emery(lO) beli3ves that irr~gular meals may be a 
cause of spastic colitis,and recommends that 
meals be taken at regular specified hours. 
Since the abuse of cathartics appears to be 
a fre~uent caua~ of spastic colitis, their inter-
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diction in an ir.:porto.nt measure in its managem3nt. 
In this view Gardner(l3),Morgan(38),Hurst(23), 
Ryla(4?),Drue~k(8),andJordan(25) concur.Certain-
ly the public is overphysiced,tbe abuse of adv~r­
tieing being largely responsible. 
The eradication of inf ectioue and other path-
ology is an important measure in the management 
of spastic colitis.It ia well kno1vn that reflex-
es from organs both within and without the int~st­
inal tract may cause spastic colitis,and diligent 
search for such conditions as app~ndicitis,chol­
ecjatitis,peptic ulcer,hemmorhoides,and rectal 
fissures should be made with the obj~ct of their 
elimination.Mach~crie(32) reports two cases of 
spastic coli tie which cl·3ar>3d up rapidly after 
appendectomy, and other clinicians have reported 
similar cures after eradication of analagoua path-
ology. Morgan( 38) beli:~ves that the rer.:oval of 
focii of infection ~1ch as diseased t~eth and ton-
eila may assist in clearing up cases of ccloepasm. 
Wherd local intestinal infection exists,intestin-
al antiseptics may be tried.Sprigge(50) recommen-
ds Icthyol gr.2,Morgan(38) suggests argyrol or 
acetylaali0jlic acid enemata, whil·~ Wilson(57) us~s 
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Salol gr.X T.I.D. 
Since it is thought that excess irritability 
of the central and peripheral nervous systems may 
play a part in the production of enteroepasm,all 
stimulants of nervous tissue should be avoided. 
On this basis Morga.n(38),Ryle(47),and Sprigge(50) 
r~comm~nd the interdiction of tobacco in all forms 
in coloepasm.Drudek(S) believes that tea,cofee, 
and cocoa. should be elimino.tad from the diet. 
In soms cases putrefaction,and in others 
fermentation may be responsible for irritative 
conditions resulting in spastic colon.It is 
ther3fore rational therapy tp attempt correct-
tion of these conditions when and if pr~eent. 
1.'here the condition ie charact9r1zed by a put-
refactive intestinal flora,correction by a high 
carbohydrate diet(S),administration of lactose 
(l},(21),or administation of acidopholus milk 
two glasses T.I.D.(16} ar~ indicated.Where the 
intdstinal flora is excessively fermantative, 
the di~t should be low in carbohydrates.(38}, 
(3),(16),(39).Differantiation between these 




Since it has been suggested by Barker(3),and 
Gilliland & Sigaloff(l6) that abnormal conditions 
of gastric acidity may exert an indirect or dir-
ect effect on the colon, it is logical therapy to 
attempt correction of gastric acidity in cases 
where this abnormality is demcnstated by gastric 
analysis.The therapy would be directed toward the 
addition of dilute hydrochloric acid to the diet 
in cases of hypoacidity,and of alkali therapy or 
secreto-inhibatory dru~s in the cases of hyper-
acidi ty. 
To the extent that all~rgy may be demonstrat-
ed to be a part of the mechanism cf production of 
colonio spasm, elimination di~ts are in order, beth 
for the purpose of discovering the substance or 
eubstancee to which the pati~nt is sanaitive,and 
for the purposes of either desentitiaing him or 
permanently eliminating them from his d1et(5). 
A nu:r:. ber of writers have suge ~sted a toxic 
etiology of coloap~sm,in som~ cases.Whether these 
toxins be due to faulty elimination> infectious 
prooesees, faulty metaboli sli, or from exog~nous 
sources, a thorough search should be made fer their 
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preeencc,and steps tak~n to elimin~te them.In 
this ccnnection, epecial note should be taken of 
the vocations and avocations cf the patient with 
a vi ow of d~termining th~ probability of his 
exposure to excgenous toxins such as lead,arsen-
i c etc. 
Ae has been previcuely etat~d,deficienciee 
in calcium, vic.zr,inee or both have been sugg";eted 
as causes of spastic colitie.Th 1.;:refore, Eteindl 
(51) suggests ten grains each of calcium carbon-
ate and calcium phosphate thre~ times daily aa 
th,~rapy in those cases of ~nt:jrospaem in which 
calcium defic i:mcy i e eusp;:;ct~d. Gardner( 13), and 
Gilliland & Sigaloff(l6) believe that the calcium 
deficiency may be associc.ted and due to a lack 
of the parathyroid hormone, and suggest that cal-
cium lactate be given in two gram doses three 
timee daily with fifteen unite cf Parathormone 
given intra~uacularly every three or four days. 
In eom3 cases, the irritability of the col-
on is thcught to be brought about and perpetuat-
ed by contact •r.rith hard or impacted feca.l r::atter. 
In these caaea,regulation of tha bow3la,chiafly 
for the purpose of ke~ping the etocle soft and 
-
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non-irriteting has be~n augg~ct~d by a nuEber cf 
cliniciana.Enemata of warm ciiv~ Qil,two to thr~d 
ounctie, are auggr;eted by Rowe( 45), Gardn·~r( 13), Jlor-
gan( 38), and Dru~ek(8).Jcrdan & Kiefer(27) however, 
are cf tbe opini<m that such en:=mata are irritat-
ing to the colon, and ar~ strictly ccntraindic~ted 
in this conditi9n.Among other m~thoda of keeping 
tbe etool soft are Warm liquid par~fin eneILata, 
ounces four at night (47),Min~ral oil by mcuth 
(17),(3),(l6),Agar(3),(16),Psylla(7).P.urat(23), 
a.nd Gauee(l4) believe that normal steels and 
bowel :movemen ta may beet be ;;etabli shed by the 
formation of regular h~bits of gcing to etocl. 
As mentioned above, control cf the spasm of 
spastic colitis is important in tbe symptomatic 
and etiological management cf entdrospaem.Four 
n:eaaurea are of importance in thia connection. 
Th'jY are: l • .Anti spasmodic druge; 2. Hydrother-
apy; 3. Diath~rmy; 4. Rest. 
The last three mentioned ne3d no explanaticn 
or el ab era ti on. Hydrot:t:era.py has b13,;m sugg,~sted by 
Gilliland & Sigaloff(l6) and Drue~k(8).Th~se are 
general measures.In addition there are a few local 
methods of contrcling spasm.One of these ie the 
-
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local application cf magndsium sulphat~ in saturated 
solution.Thie mey be don~ by means of an applic-
ator thrc11gh a proctoecope on alt~rnate daye(48), 
or by means of oi enemata of apprcxiu.ately three 
ouces.It is claimed that the first me~hod brings 
about permanent relief in eight to ten days in an 
a~precinble number of cases.Nevertheless this meth-
od is criticised by Jordan & Kiefer(27),who eay 
that rr.agneeiw:n sulphate is irritating to the low-
er bowel, and by Parsons( 41) who b ;11,eves tbat en-
emata or irrigations of any sort are contraindic-
ated in colospas~.Massage over the course of the 
colon is sugg~sted by Eggleston(9) and Hunt(2l). 
Gilliland and Sigaloff(l6) believe that demulcent 
eubetences such as Bismuth or Kaolin may be useful 
in reducing spae~.Rowe(45),Eggleston(9),Drue~k(8), 
Barker(3),Emery(l0),Gs.rdn;~r(l3),and Graves(l?) be-
lieve that heat applied over the abdomen assists 
in contrcling spasm. 
The an ti spa.ec;odic drugs used in an attempt 
to control spas~ in spastic colitis are many.Of 
course the ones most frequently mentioned are 




Morgan(38), Druaek(8),and Lurje(31).Howevcr, the last 
mentioned writ~r,finds atropine only effddtive when 
c.dminietered by the intrav~ncue route, and b'~li 3Ves 
that beth atropine and b~lladonna are without suf-
ficient effect when administered orally.Other anti-
spasmodics suggested are: Bn.rbitura.tea (13),(9); 
Tincture cf Valerian (38);Bro~ides (13),(47);Eu-
mydrine gr. 1/60 (Atropine Methyl Nitrite) (8); 
Benzyl Benzoate ( M. 15-30 t.i.d.) (S);Novatrop-
ine (Hoatropine Methyl Bromide),Hyoecyamue(53), 
{ 50) ; Magn~ei um Perhydrol ( 3). ( 12) ; and Sodium 
Nitrite (Grains l. t.i.d.).B~ams,who suggests the 
last named drug,finde it much superior to atropine 
or its derivatives, and b~liev~s it extremely val-
uable both for di~gnoetic and therep3utic purpcees • 
CASE RE'PORTS: 
CASE ~!UMBER l. 
-
42. 
University of Nebraska Collage of Medicine 
Dispensory case number 51896.Ruth c ••... l'hite, 
female,age twenty-five,married.Entered the dis-
pensery on june twenty-fourth nineteen hundred 
and thirty-one, complaining of severe headacb e 
and dizziness which of late has been accompanied 
by nausea and vomiting.She also complained of in-
termittant bnc~ache of two or three years durat-
ion.An appendectomy had been performed in August, 
ninet.jen hundred and thirty without relief of sym-
ptoms. She still experiences sevdre pain in the lo-
cation of the scar occasionally. She has had hemm-
orhoids since childbood,accocpanied by bleeding. 
Her past illnesses, in addition to the above, 
include cbick~n pox, small pox, scarlet fever,meas-
les,chorea,and congestive heart failur~ with edema. 
Previous operations, in addition to the append-
ectomy noted above,include removal of tuberculous 
cervical lymph glands,and removal of toneills and 
adenoids. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION. 
THROAT: Pharyngitis with poet-nasal discharge. 
HEART: Systolic murmer at ape~increaaed by ~xer­
ciae. 
ABDOMEN:Tenderness in region of umbilicus.No oth-




?'EIGHT: 113 PULSE: 80 BLOOD PRESEURE: ll0/70/ 
LABORATORY FINDINGS: 
URINALYSIS: Negative. 
X-RAY: Studies of colon show poor definition of 
hauet•atione and occasional spasm in descending 
portion.Rectal ampula small.Patient failed to re-
tain enema fully. 
ADDITIONAL HISTORY: 
Lat~r questioning elicitdd the following: 
The patient vom1 ts ''henever bananas or onions 
are ingestijd. She has a.quired th:3 habit of eat-
ing very rapidly.She belches considerably after 
meals,and this is usually followed by reli~f.She 
complains of continuous pain, both during the day 
and night.This pain is referred to the epigast-
rium and right lower quadrant.There is some rel-
ief after vomiting.No flatus.Stools ar~ hard, 
dry,and black.Patient does not use la.xatives. 
Also coffiplnina of muacae volitant~s at timas. 
ADDITIONAL PHYSICAL EXAHINATION: 
Tenderness elicited ever the entire course 
of the colon.Proctoscopic examination shows the 
mucous mambrn.nd of thd rectum and sigmoid portion 





l. Enemata of acriflavin 1:10,000 on altJrnate days. 
2. Luminal Gr. ·as. 
Ext.Belladonn~ Gr. l/6 B.I.D. 
RESTJLT: 
Pati~n~ states that she has been raliev~d of 
all symptoms. 
-




Univereity of Nebraska Diapensery patient 
number 53432. Josie G •••••.• A married,whita fe-
male,aged 44.Entered the diapeneery clinic on 
November 2,1931,complaining of flatulence, belch-
ing after meals,a feeling of oppreeion in the epi-
gaetrium, spells of vertigo·, nervousness, weakness, 
and a feeling of cold over the entire body.These 
symptoms had been present since July,1931.In add-
ition, she has had occasional attacks of pain re-
ferred to either the right or left ecapula,dysp-






Appetite is usually good.The oy~~toms desc-
ribed above ordinarily appear imrr:~diately foll-
owing a meal.So~etimes the pain is in the left 
hypochobdrium.Patient frequently belches one to 
two hours after eating.The belching is accompan-
ied by a bitter taste like bil·~. These relations 
hold for all of the symptoms except the pain, 
which appears at no d~finite time.It is not ao-
-
46. 
companied by nausea or vomiting.Somatim~a it aaame 
to be prdcipitated by norvcuaneaa.It is ralieved 
by defecation.The pati3nt ia in the habit of taking 
















12 30 Muco11a 4 Plue. 
POENTG::£1WGRAM OF GALL BLADDltR: Negative. 
BLOOD COUNT: Hb. : 93% R.B.C. 5,270,000 
W.B.C. 9,000 Polye 62% Lymph. 27% Monos. 9%. 
Eosinophilee 2%. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: 
Thia was negative except that on abdominal 
47. 
examination a. t~nder, definitely epaatic descend-
ing colon wae palpated. 
TREATMENT: 
l. Dilute P.ydrochloric Acid. m.XV. 
Elix.Peptenzyme. Dr.l. T.I.D. 
2. Fat free d1 et. 
3. Fifte::n hundred cubic centim:iters of water be-
tween meals. 
4. Mineral oil. 
PESULT: 
Relief of symptoms and reduced apaeticity ob-
served en physical examination. 
-
CAf!E NTTIKBER 3. 
48. 
University of Nebraska Dispensary patier.t 
number 54254. Anthony G ••••• ,a whit~, single male 
aged 25 entered th~ dispensary January twenty-
third, nint}teen thirty-two ccmpla.ining of epigae-
tric dietreee ocurring two to three hours after 
meals.Thie distreea is relieved by food,and is 
not accorrpanied by vomi tine. I: ha.a been becon1ing 
increasingly worse during the last ten months. 
There 1 e alee weakness and fatigue, headaches, 
constipation, and a hi story of t~rry stools. Tb e 
symptoms are aggrave,ted by cabbo.g~ or greasy 
foods. 
PAST ILLNES8ES 
Pnaumcnia,Undiagnca~d attack of jro1ndice. 
O:PERATI m1 S. 
Ton sill :ectcmy. 
npysICAL EXA~'.DTATI ON. 
NO~E:.Anterior discharge.Left aeptal devic.tion. 
TEETR: Poor tooth. 
PPAPTI~X: Atrophic pharyngitis with poetericr 
drRinage. 
TCNGUE: Injdcted and enlarged. 
























R.B.C. 4,550,000 ~.B.C. 5,000 Eb.90%. 
Pclye. 66% Lymphos. 32% Monoa. 2% 
ROENTGEN: Reports dysfunction cf gall-bladd3r 
RE?t~ARKS: 
Thie case is incorr.pl~~e,inasmuch as no th~r­
apy nor results of therapy is givdn.Apparently, 
the patient failed to return to the diepenaary. 
Of ccuree,the diagnosis is not entirely clear, the 
question bi;,ing to what extent the patient's sympt-
oms are due to the: spastic colon, e.nd to what ex-
tent, if any, to the dyafunctioning gall bladder, 
and asscciated pathclogy.4lec, th 1.!re is the pcesib-
ility th~t the spastic colon may be secondary to 
the gall-bladder conditicn. 
CASE NU!!:BER 4. 
,-
50. 
Joseph C ••. , dispensary patient number 39038 
entered the University of Nebraska dispensary 
on February the eixteenth,nineteen-thirty two. 
He was a white male,age forty-seven. 
His complaint was of a nagging feeling of 
discomfort in the epigastrium,which usually 
woke him up about eleven p.m., impelling hi·m to 
take food for its relief.This was of two years 
duration, during the last year of which,he had 
experienced cone1d'3rable belching following his 
meals.No history of any particular food aversions, 
nor of any relation of particular kinds of food 
to his symptoms was tbtained.There was no nausea 
not vomiting at any time.There was no report of 
relief of symptoms by alkalies.The patient has 
been in the habit of taking laxatives to r~lieve 
a moderate degrd,G of constipation. ThJ stools 
have been small and eoft,and have never bedn re-
markably dark nor tarry. 
Physical examination was entirely negative, 
and th• usual laboratory proceedures revealed no 
evidence of disease. 
51. 
Roentgenological examination of the lower 
intestinal tract by means of a barium ebema dis-
closed redundancy of the sigmoid colon.The desc-
ending colon and splenic flexure showed a loss 
of haustrations.A diagnosis of spastic colitis 
was made. 
REMARKS: 
This oa.se was rather incompletely worked 
out, but serves as as illustration of simulat-
ion of duodenal ulcer by a spastic condition 
of the colon .. 
CASE NUMBER 5. 
52. 
Carl N •• ,Jhite male,married,age 22.Dispen-
eary patient number 51940,entered the University 
of Nebraska dispensary clinic on June twenty-
aeventh, nineteen-thirty one,complaining of ab-
dominal soreness of two years duration.Thia was 
worse in the morning and after excerciee.It was 
relieved by eating,only to return in about two 
hours.It we.a present most of the time except aa 
noted aboYe. 
His past history was inconsequential exc-
ept for the repair of a right inguinal hernia 
a few years before. 
Physical examination was negative except 
for an area of tenderness about three-quarters 
of an inch above the umbi llicus in the mid-
line, and a palpable, spastic descending colon. 
A complete blood count was taken,and dis-
closed a hemoglobin of 95%,8,000 whitea,5,270, 
000 reds.Th~ differential showed polymorpho-
neucleare 70%,Lymphocytes 25%,Monocytea 5~. 
A blood wasaerman was taken, and reported 
as negat 1 v e. 
::iF~ · 
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53. 
Gastric analysis was done by the fractional 
method,and revealed an essentially average curve 
for both free and total acidity.No occult blood 
wa.a found. 
Stool examination failed to reveal anything 
significant. 
Roantgenological examination by mQans of a 
~arium enema showed a smoothing out of the desc-
ending colon with considerable spasm of the asc~ 
ending colon. 
A diagnosis "f s!)aetic coli tis was made. 
REUARIS: 
Thie caee is somewhat better worked up than 
the preceeding one.It illustrates a rather pec-
uliar symptomatology, that of abdominal soreness. 
Aa may be aean,it might easily have be.:m confu-
sed either with an abdominal myocitis or even 
with peptic ulcer due to the typical relation to 
meals.It is rather unfortunate that,both in this 
case,and the preceeding one,no follow up or rec-
ord of treatment, or response to same was kept. 
• 
CASE rmMBER 6 • 
.. 
54. 
Christie v •..... lhite,female,eingle,age 52 
dispensary number 37494.This patient entered the 
University of Nebraska disp3Ilsary clinic on Feb-
ruary thirteenth,-nineteen-thirty two. 
She stated that since the preceeding June, 
she had been troubled with constipation,and 
stated that th~ stools were small,grey and hard. 
There had b~en an unexplained lose of twelve 
punds in weight since April.She also complained 
of weakness, pain in the left lower quadra.n t, noc-
turia three to four times nightly,dizzineas,muscae 
volitantes,and a swollen fac~ in the morning.The 
abdominal pain was aggravated by the ingestion 
of pickles or saurkraut.Also stated that sour 
foods ca.used hGadaches.There was occasional nau-
sea and vomiting, but no belching.There was cons-
iderable flatus. 
Physical examination was negative except for 
tenderness in the gall bladder region,1nfected 
toneills and an atonic rectal sphincter. 
La.borr:.tory findings 1ncl11ded two to three 
leukocytes per high r~ in the urine, 
.. 
55. 
but the record fails to state a.a to whether the 
specimen was cathdterized or not.No casts nor 
red blood cells are reported.No kidney function-
-
al teet,nor blood pressure is recorded. 
The blood count showed a moderate relative 
lymphocytoais,and moderate eoeinophilia(ll%) 
X-ray studies showed the findings consist-
ant w1 th an irritable colon. 
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